Spring 2016

For sentimental reasons
wanted to re-use the actual gold and
diamonds from her original wedding set and collaborate on a design
that wouldn’t get in the way while teaching piano. She already had
this exact design in mind, and we just helped her get it made. Not
everyone has an exact design in mind, though, and who is pickier
, right?! Mine,
than a
after losing two rings already, was determined to have one
that would not need to be removed because of the prongs
catching on knit wear (the most recent reason for taking it
off somewhere), must have a diamond marquis shape close
to the size of her first ring, feature both white and yellow
gold to stay current with whatever fashion in style, and be
The
contemporary yet with a nod to tradition.
yellow gold background features a digitalized version of the
lace pattern from her 1989 wedding dress.

Help your favorite grad celebrate this 2016 milestone with a custom piece (tassels,
anyone?) or something from my growing inventory. Popular
young woman gifts include bracelets, charms and stud
earrings; for the young gentleman – cufflinks, a tie clip,
or even a slim hammered ring.

Tulsa’s
is in full swing,, and you
can find CCD donations all around town: at the E
April 1; online at
(Go, Comets!) through April 10:
www.bishopkelley.org/parents-alumni/auction-2016/bkbay;
at the
live at the
AHHA through April 10;
May 5 at the
Campbell Hotel; and
June 24, at the Donald
W. Reynolds Center… Also,
there is an especially cool exhibit upcoming at
is a juried show featuring works from homeless
artists and artists who feature the plight of homelessness. It opens
just in time for the
May 6. While in the area
stop in and see my new pieces at the AHHA gift shop… And, finally, in
case you missed the February 1
, the newspaper featured me
prominently on the front page of the Scene section! You can still find the
link by googling Cady Carlson Designs.

Please give me a call to set up an appointment – even to just get your jewelry professionally
cleaned!
Phone: 918-557-1027
Email: c
Web site:
Follow Cady Carlson Designs on
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